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Abstract. The article scrutinizes the importance of sustaining secure ambience for cadets of the Military Academy of Lithuania (MAL) via balancing emotions and perception in attaining accelerated second language learning and acquisition. This Confluent approach to the second language learning and acquisition was constructed by the teachers of MAL to facilitate and accelerate the second language learning and acquisition of the learners via sustaining secure ambience through balancing their emotions and cognitive features necessary for gaining best effect of second learning and acquisition. Consequently, the already constructed Confluent (holistic, emotionally and cognitively balanced) second foreign language learning and acquisition approach, will significantly sustain secure ambience for the learners which will lead to accelerated foreign language learning and acquisition. In terms of verification of this hypothesis, the research was carried out with cadets of the Military Academy of Lithuania. Experimentally achieved results are presented in the article.

Methods: group work, free conversation, monologue, free discussion, free expression, interpersonal sharing, concert, dialogue, debating; here and now teaching, student output as class content for language practice, interpersonal sharing and self-awareness.
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1. Introduction

There has always been a considerable interest in accelerating foreign language learning and acquisition but nothing can be so far compared with the need of fast second language learning, especially, for the military forces. There has always been a considerable interest in accelerating foreign language learning and acquisition but nothing can be so far compared with the need of fast second language learning, especially, for the military. Foreign language learning and acquisition diverse theories and other forms of education and training were correspondingly considered by different scientists in different times (Dewey 1938; Brown 1971; Lozanov 1978; Le Doux 1996; Thompson 2011; Radović-Marković 2011; Mačiulis; Tvaronavičienė 2013; Dzemyda et al. 2015; Dubauskas 2016; Hurbiošová, Davidová 2016; etc.; Černevičiūtė, Strazdas 2018; Saleem et al. 2018; Lincaru et al. 2018; Labanauskis et al. 2018).

Knowledge of a foreign language, while being a significant instrument of communication, must be viewed as an enabler sustaining and guaranteeing safety and security of Lithuania and NATO allies. Here in, Mark
Thompson (2011) in his article “The Pentagon’s Foreign-Language Frustrations” marks that “learning the language will not only help one learn about that culture but be able to operate more effectively once immersed in it. Improving our language skills may lead to more effective and efficient techniques for building the capacity of our current and future partners and reduce the need for deployments of robust US forces”. Leon Panetta (2011) in the same article stated that the language and cultural training is a key to U.S. global economic and security interests and that “languages are the key to understanding that world. If we are going to advance stability in some of the countries we are fighting in today, we have to be able to understand what motivates those countries, what motivates their people, and to understand their culture, beliefs, faiths, ideologies, hatreds and loves. Strong language ability is necessary to do that”. So that to achieve these goals, none of the traditional substitutes for personal proficiency (machine translation, contract interpreters, etc.) can achieve what is needed for a leading world power in military, diplomacy, intelligence, and security. Therefore, it means that a fast and accelerated language learning and acquisition and are essential for a successful career oriented contemporary NATO officer. And this is a new track to his/her success which enforces him to know as many as possible foreign languages, which require critical-thinking skills and a sense of international-mindedness from him/her. At the moment the global world is tension-charged, fast-paced and full of demands and complexities and this way of living has become a norm for an officer in today’s challenging times. It is quite obvious that Lithuanian officers as well as civilians working for the MAL or National Defence System of Lithuania are also forced to study foreign languages almost all their life in terms of European Union’s Lifelong Learning Programme (Smith 2014). Lifelong Learning Programme is essential if anyone wants to lead shifts with challenges of the global world and sustain his/her or the county’s security and stability.

Thus, it is also salient to organize the methodology of the second foreign language learning and acquisition for MAL cadets, who are the future of the Lithuanian military leaders, by optimizing the learner’s cognitive, and physical properties at a maximum degree and leading to successful and effective result via sustaining his/her secure ambience.

The problem of the research is how to attain accelerated language learning and acquisition of a learner via balancing emotions and perception on the basis of Confluent second language learning and acquisition approach leading to sustaining secure ambience for cadets of the Military Academy of Lithuania.

The purpose of the research is to explore the effectiveness of Confluent approach on accelerating language learning and acquisition via sustaining secure ambience for cadets of the Military Academy of Lithuania by balancing emotions and perception.

The object of the research is acceleration of the second foreign language learning and acquisition via sustaining secure ambience for cadets of the Military Academy of Lithuania through balancing emotions and perception on the basis of Confluent language learning and acquisition approach.

The methodology of the article is based on Williams and Burden’s (1997) formulated Confluent approach who designed it on the Frederick “Fritz” Perls, L. Perls and P. Goodman’s Gestalt psychotherapy foundation. Creative interchange is encouraged by Gestalt therapy when those involved in the learning process are productively willing to experiment; as a consequence, the chances for optimal and effective results of second language learning and acquisition are much higher with Gestalt techniques which indicate the importance of transferring implicit knowledge of the learner to the narrative explicit one. Thus means that for Gestalt implicit knowledge is most significant in forming second language learning and acquisition. Therefore, based on Gestalt theory Confluent language learning and acquisition approach was adapted, designed and constructed by teachers of the foreign language of the MAL. Moreover, this approach likewise involved the Humanism and its holistic attitude towards a human being when all senses and perception forces are kept all-inclusive balanced. Additionally, Confluent approach was considered by the researchers as holistic, aiming to activate and engage all of the learner’s emotional and intellectual senses, endogenic and exogenic forces of a human being (Misch, Peloquin 2005). What is more, this approach is rooted in Dewey’s (1938) notion of collateral learning as a “philosophy and a process of reaching and learning in which the affective domain and the cognitive
domain flow together, like two streams merging into one river” (Brown 1971). The researchers considered Holistic methodology indispensable and pivoting slant in sustaining secure ambience for the learner learning the second foreign language once his/her body, mind, emotion and spirit of a human being are balanced and work together. Furthermore, Krashen’s (1983) “affective filter” with Worde’s (1998) language anxiety theories were scrutinized and applied in the research too. In addition, Lozanov’s Suggestopedia method of a foreign language learning and acquisition on the foundation of positively stimulated emotions, feelings and cogitation, perception of an individual was reflected and implemented into the research whilst constructing the Confluent approach of the research.

2. The effect of emotion and cognition blending in accelerating second language learning and acquisition

Positive or negative emotional experiences externalize through learning and leave strong traces in the brain of the learner when memories are formed in a variety of systems that can possibly be separated into two capacious groups: supporting conscious memory (i.e. explicit memory) and storing information unconsciously (i.e. implicit memory). Memories about emotional situations are often stored in both kinds of systems (Figure 1) accordingly forming the impact of emotion on cognitive processes. Subsequently, it means that positive or negative emotions significantly influence the learner’s explicit or implicit memory development through intensive language learning. Under these conditions, storing and recalling processes of the memory are getting limited in unsecure and uncomfortable ambience; as a result of such conditions, limitation of accelerated learning and acquisition happens; vice versa when positive and secure ambience is organized in the learning environment, implicit memory retrieval boosts by triggering accelerated language learning and acquisition. Therefore, Confluent language learning and acquisition approach is constructed on harmonizing holistic attitude to language learning of the learner when Creative interchange is encouraged by Gestalt therapy when those involved in the learning process are productively and willing experiment; as a consequence, the chances for optimal and effective results are much higher with Gestalt techniques for the implicit knowledge of the learner is transferred to the narrative explicit knowledge.

This process is best revealed by Joseph E. LeDoux (2007) who shows how Memories about emotional situations are stored in both kinds of systems (see Figure 1).

In accordance to J. E. LeDoux (2007) Figure 1, emotional events are processed in sensory systems and then transmitted to the medial temporal lobe for the formation of an explicit memory around the emotional situation and to the amygdala for the formation of an emotional memory. When a signal from the memory occurs, it gets

![Figure 1: Right: Emotional Memories vs. Memories about Emotions. Left: Formation of emotional memories.](source: based on Joseph E. LeDoux (2007))
processed by the sensory system leading to the recall of an explicit memory around the emotional event in the medial temporal lobe leading to the expression of emotional responses when recalled in the amygdala.

A. M. Isen (1990) asserts that “the material in mind is organized and accessible in terms of its positive affect tone, and that people spontaneously use positive affect as a way to organize their thoughts …and common positive feelings are fundamentally involved in cognitive organization and processing”. In the interim, Jensen (1998) suggests that emotions not only help us remember things that are most emotionally laden, but that emotions “give us a more activated and chemically stimulated brain: the more intense the amygdala arousal, the stronger the imprint”. He also quotes Squire to support the view that “emotions are so important that they have their own memory “pathways” and “good learning does not avoid emotions, it embraces them”.

Schumann (1994) comments that “brain stem, limbic and fronto-limbic areas, which comprise the stimulus appraisal system, emotionally modulate cognition such that, in the brain, emotion and cognition are distinguishable but inseparable”. Therefore, extensive research on the physiological relationship between emotion and cognition has been conducted by Damasio (1994). According to him, the brain releases “chemical messages” which have a major impact on the efficiency of the cognitive process. This concept is applied to second language acquisition by Schumann (1990). Schumann explains that a gland in the brain, called the amygdala, evaluates emotional stimuli and relays “chemical messages” to other emotion centers of the brain. Once these emotion centers are activated, they may influence what is perceived and learned by an individual, contributing to accelerated second language learning and acquisition. Thus positive emotion, by triggering a chemical response in the amygdala, creates a pathway for successful language acquisition.

Worde (1998) carried a research which proved that some learners, in the negatively organized learning ambience, can obtain disturbing experience. According to him (Worde 1998), one third to one half of students examined reported experiencing debilitating levels of language anxiety. He also acknowledged that too much anxiety can lead to a debilitating effect, which may lead to work avoidance or inefficient performance. Moreover, anxiety can interfere in all language acquisition stages: input, process, and output and become, according to Krashen’s (1983) postulate “affective filter” which acts before the Language Acquisition Device and impedes the learner’s desire to seek input if the learner is not motivated enough. Besides, Krashen’s (1983) “affective filter” prevents certain information from entering a learner’s cognitive processing system in the negative and insecure ambience (Sellers 2000).

What is more, anxiety can influence both speed and accuracy of learning. Anxiety arousal can also impact on the quality of communication output as the retrieval of information can be interrupted by the “freezing-up” or “knocking – out” moments that students encounter when they get anxious or nervous. Moreover, it might happen that language learning experience, under some circumstances, can imperil a traumatic experience. This kind of unpleasant involvement can deeply disturb one’s self-esteem or self-confidence as a learner.

3. Methodological constructing of Confluent approach in accelerated second language learning and acquisition

Being aware of how memories about emotional situations are stored and processed, it was important on this basis to reveal Gestalt therapy which was founded by Frederick “Fritz” Perls and colleagues Laura Perls and Paul Goodman and is the foundation of Confluent approach.

Gestalt therapy began as a revision of psychoanalysis (Perls 1992) and quickly developed as a wholly independent, integrated system (Perls et al. 1951). The therapy was based on is experiential and humanistic approach and dealt with patients’ awareness and awareness skills but not on the classic psychoanalytic dependence on the analyst’s interpretation of the unconscious. What is more, in Gestalt therapy, the therapist is actively and personally engaged with the patient, in the interim, the classic psychoanalysis, and the psychoanalyst remains neutral.

The Gestalt specialist uses active methods that develop not only learners’ awareness but also their repertoires
of awareness and behavioral instruments. The active methods and active personal engagement of Gestalt psychology are used to raise learners’ awareness, freedom, and self-direction in a secure surrounding. Moreover, the biggest advantage of Gestalt psychology to learning theory was the accent on perception and reintegration of relationships within an organized whole. Based on Confluent language learning approach, methodological activities of the research were supposed to bond the three basic elements of learning: cognitive, affective, and psychomotor so as to combine feelings and perception into one holistic learning experience.

The key to Confluent second learning and acquisition approach lies on the interactive process that takes place between the cognitive and affective fields through any provided learning experience; this interactive process becomes the “gestalt” of the learning experience. The influence of Gestalt psychology on Confluent approach is the realization of the idea of a totally emotionally and intellectually integrated person. Therefore, the purpose of the selected methods is to sustain security and freedom in the classroom, to help to facilitate and simplify the control of the learning process. Of course, the teachers have to follow the procedural controls invoking the schemata: student-centered with freewheeling, free conversation, free discussion, and free expression.

Thus, Gestalt therapy foundation was construed and implemented into the Confluent second foreign language learning and acquisition approach with its Humanistic attitude to carry out the experiment with the subject of the research: the cadets of the MAL. The experiment proceeded in unison with holistic language learning and acquisition methodologies. The object of the research was realized on Confluent second language learning and acquisition approach by implementing: self-reflection, interpersonal dialogue and skills mastery via (1) here and now teaching, (2) student output as class content for language practice, (3) interpersonal sharing and (4) self-awareness methods.

Hence, the confluence approach stimulates holistic learning, involving body, mind, emotion and spirit. As a result, Confluent second language learning and acquisition approach is supposed to be based on the learner’s interests bouncing to self-learning, interpersonal sharing and dialogue, and self-awareness. The learners learn multi-dimensionally about themselves and others at the same time they learn the traditional structures of the language.

While formulating the holistic learning construction on the subject of the research (cadets), we also relied on J. Heron’s (1996) original formulation of the holistic learning model in which he describes learning as an interaction between four distinct modes of psychological being: feeling, imagining, thinking and practicing. Through the spectrum of Confluent learning approach, Confluent language learning and acquisition is viewed primarily as a means for affective reflective communication. Consequently, Confluent language learning and acquisition approach methods are supposed to be effectively incorporated into already existing curriculum, syllabus, materials or simply methods with the purpose to serve expanding and enhancing traditional materials. The objective of Confluent language learning and acquisition methods was to integrate them effectively into interpersonal learning language process by sustaining secure second learning and acquisition ambience.

In addition, while formulating the holistic learning construction on the subject of the research (cadets), we considered the importance of implementing Suggestopedia or Desuggestopedia, the so-called “humanistic approaches” into experimental group for we needed the notion of positive suggestion which could make the learner more receptive and, in turn, stimulate second language learning and acquisition. In addition, this method of holistic approach an easily integrate and stimulate such elements as cognitive and affective capabilities able to put the learner in certain conditions known as to accelerated teaching.

G. Lozanov (1976) stated that the ability to learn diminishes if a student feels stress related to fear of making a mistake or any other failure. G. Lazanov (1976) was engaged in experimental research on emotion and feeling influence on language teaching and learning for many years. As a result, he developed the approach which was based on the power of suggestion in learning, the notion of positive suggestion which makes the learner more receptive and, in turn, stimulates the learning. In addition, the emotions are essential to success of the human learning process in corpora with a well scrutinized idea validated by cognitive science. This
learning method successfully blocks: fear, guilt, complexes and releases natural individual learning abilities. Curriculum comprehension and memory storage is ultimate in a physically and mentally relaxing atmosphere. In our research, we applied Suggestopедic classroom ambience necessary to reduce competition and stresses cooperation. Hence, cadets were not disillusioned with difficult tasks and verbal confidence for they were constantly reinforced by the teacher and his/her own progress awareness; even indifferent cadets tended to find themselves participating and enjoying language learning process. Based on the Suggestopедic classroom atmosphere, the individual feels safe to try out and make mistakes under the teacher’s guidance. Moreover, G. Lozanov states that the negative thoughts that the learner has about herself or himself in learning has to be “de-suggested” (1976). Alias, Lozanov considers learning as a “global event” involving the whole person (Stevick 1976) and thinks that the learner is “constantly responding to innumerable influences, a few of which are conscious and rational, but most of which are either nonconscious or nonconscious or both” (ibid.).

3. The results of Confluent second language learning and acquisition approach implementation in sustained secure ambience

The purpose of the research was to construct such a Confluent second language learning and acquisition approach so as to imbalance perception and emotions in sustained secure ambience. In our research, Confluent second language learning and acquisition approach with its humanistic attitude was supposed to combine the cognitive and affective processes into one effective Confluent learning and acquisition experience. The effect of this approach was scrutinized primarily as a source for affective reflective communication on the basis of personal and individual experience merging with language proficiency in the classroom. Moreover, the experimental lessons were designed and organized in a way to obtain the research goals and objectives grounded on the results of the pilot projects that were constructed by the MAL teachers of foreign (Russian, English, German and French) languages. The experimental group was organized so that it comprised the methods of Confluent second language learning and acquisition approach. Moreover, Confluent second language learning and acquisition approach was incorporated into already existing syllabus, materials and served to expand traditional materials and methods so as to balance affective and interpersonal learning of an individual. In terms of research methodology, G. Lozanov’s (1979) language learning and acquisition methods and principles were applied to experimental lessons: physical and psychical relaxation; specific learning suggestion, rhythmical breathing, changing way of speaking; repetition of material and its practical consolidation (writing, speaking, and reading in a second language). Therefore, they were integrated into the learning process, hence to intensify the affective filter, emotional freedom, relaxation and other affective features necessary to meet the research objectives and goals. Almost all the presented factors were supposed to proceed in 24-days involving nine thematic lesson plans based on the Lozanov (1979) method instructions. All the research days the learners proceeded listening to Baroque (Vivaldi’s “Four Seasons”) music in order to obtain as free as possible atmosphere of the classroom. Moreover, the chairs were organized in a semi-circle. Therefore, the lessons were being spent in holistic processing of the material when the learners spoke only then when the teacher requested in a group but seldom individually. In order to avoid tension and intimidation, the learners were taught to learn the language entirely orally for the first 3 days. The learning material was designed in a way to avoid stressful or uncomfortable situations. The following lessons were based on reinforcing and activating the previous lessons’ material (based on typical teaching program), moving from holistic processing to mixed processing and then to the final highly analytic and cognitive including lexical and grammatical reinforcement, articulator exercises and singing.

During the experiment, the Confluent approach was used to “hammer”, for example, a story read (or sung by some) out loud by the teacher or cadet and etc. Later, the research showed that this method better worked when a cadet distributed the text into the number of learners by asking them to read individually. According to the instruction a cadet had a command to concentrate on understanding the story but not on “learning” new vocabulary, grammar etc. An important principle, applied to this exercise (and all effective/affective materials), was to repeat exposure to a new material. Music was also played in the background as a means of stimulating the right brain participation.
Webb (1990) states “certain types of musical rhythm help relax the body, calm the breath, quiet the beta chatter and evoke a gentle state of relaxed awareness which is highly receptive to learning new information”. The Music Agent is able to deploy musical pieces specifically designed to enhance learning and retention.

The Confluent second language learning and acquisition approach at the MAL was applied likewise because of the idea that effective learning is suggestive in nature, not direct. In other words, learning and acquisition takes place through a combination of different types of right and left brain functions. During this process the long-term memory is semi-conscious so the teacher was to help to sidetrack the cadets with other things in order to allow them to receive information through peripheral perception.

Based on Confluent second language learning and acquisition approach, the research was organized in 2017 with to test the effectiveness of Confluent approach in accelerated language learning and acquisition. 55 3rd year cadets of the Military Academy of Lithuania participated in the research. They were distributed into two groups, control (22 learners) and experimental (23 learners). The experimental group was taught according to Confluent, holistic approach; the control group studied in accordance to traditional teaching methodology without Confluent second language learning and acquisition approach. The obtained results were evaluated in accordance to a ten point system, where 10 points equal 100%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Knowledge at the beginning of the course</th>
<th>Knowledge after the course</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>5,7</td>
<td>6,9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>5,9</td>
<td>8,3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: created by authors*

In the research the obtained results demonstrated that during the Confluent language teaching cadets practiced structures that enabled them to reflect their own needs, wants, concerns, interests, values, activities, and behaviors which they shared with each other and very interactively. The table and the graphic display the average increase of the second foreign language learning and acquisition under the influence of the implementation of the Confluent second language learning and acquisition approach in the research group. Meanwhile, the control group’s knowledge did not exceed (7). 2 points were left to be acquired. This result shows that the Confluent second language learning and acquisition approach increases and magnifies the learners’ memory retention, retrieval and recall. Therefore, positive results were obtained under the influence of Confluent second language learning and acquisition approach which lead to four main factors:

1. The language practice immersed in the “here and now” reality of class interaction.
2. The linguistic content of the language, offered to cadets, was both cognitive (ideas, thoughts, facts and etc.)
and affective (feelings, personal images, values, interests and etc.).
(3) Close relationships established among class members.
(4) Self-reflection and self-disclosure were encouraged as a means to self - knowledge.

In addition, during the experiment with the integrated Confluent second language learning and acquisition approach groups, the cadets were forced to explore and discuss various aspects about themselves in the target language. For example, they were focused on naturally motivating “meaning nodes” (needs, concerns, interests, personality traits, values, attitudes, behaviors, dreams, personal imagery, and plans for the future). The target language served them as a means to attain self-awareness, self-expression, and self-affirmation necessary to stimulate and accelerate the second language learning and acquisition. Personal information, shared with the others during conversation and structure practice, leads to the subsequent ambience of warmth and openness. This secure and relaxed atmosphere stimulated cadets become bosom to themselves and to their teacher.

Recapitulating, it is necessary to endorse that some certain elements of the approach cannot be broadly realized and incorporated into conventional ambience of second foreign language learning and acquisition today. For instance, in the military teaching grounds, it is quite inadequate to exhibit such factors as décor, lighting and furniture with cushions and other relaxing attributes. But the use of music both in the background and as an accompaniment to certain activities can be easily implemented as a motivating and relaxing factor. Dialogues too have their uses. Albeit, perhaps the most significant idea, creating conditions in which learners are alert and receptive, is that it has a positive effect on intrinsic motivation. It does not matter if these conditions are best created by the use of classical music and the reading of dialogues, but there is no doubt that Confluent second language learning and acquisition approach has raised interesting questions in the areas of both learning and acquisition of the second foreign language.

Conclusions

Emotions are essential to the success of the human learning process and they establish the idea substantiated by cognitive science.

Confluent second language learning and acquisition approach helps to create an emotion-based and secure ambience integrating all of the key elements emanating from accelerated learning techniques providing the learners with the best possible and secure learning environments.

Emotional competence is the key to helping language learners acquire the skills, attitudes, values, and experiences that motivate constructive behaviours, make responsible and thoughtful decisions leading to positive and accelerating learning.

Confluent second language learning and acquisition approach fastens and stimulates freewheeling, free conversation, free discussion, and free expression. A variety of effectively designed four cognitive factors provided in the research group accelerated the second language learning and acquisition.

An understanding of language anxiety threshold will help learners and teachers to be aware of comfort and safety level of students, so as to avoid harmful feelings of anxiety and carry out interventions (e.g., coping strategies, tailored programs) whenever necessary to maximize and accelerate the learning.

The theory and findings applied in the research suggest that the capacity to experience positive emotions may be a fundamental human strength central in successful second foreign language learning.
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